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About This Content

"Hayden Quinn’s entire life has been about listening. He is the first to hear the signal, a distress call from the stars that answers the
ultimate question once and for all: we are not alone.

The Commonwealth of Man is divided by his discovery. Some see it as salvation for their dying world, others insist that answering
the call will expose them to advanced alien species and a future of slavery in their thrall. Some are willing to go to extreme lengths

to make sure that doesn’t happen.
The first mission is a catastrophic failure, huge ark ships burning in the skies over Unity Prime. The brightest and best—scientists,

warriors, historians—are all lost in the fires. The mission is set back years, and the grim truth is that any new crew Unity can
muster will always be second best.

But they can’t give up. The signal is still strong. Carson Devolo, captain of the colony ship Terella, has a simple mission objective:
find the Source. But can he trust his crew? And what discoveries await if they reach their final destination?"

Infinite Frontiers is a novel based on the Stellaris computer game by Paradox Interactive, written by bestselling author Steven
Savile.

Instructions for the ebook are as follows:
==========================

To access your ebook, navigate to the ebook folder in your Stellaris game folder.

* Right click Stellaris in your Steam Library
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* Select Properties
* Go to the Local Files tab
* Click Browse Local Files

* Open the ebook folder
==========================

Upon purchase, this book will be downloaded to the Steam folder on your computer in three formats: epub, mobi and PDF. To
read the book on your mobile device, transfer the epub or mobi file to the device and open the file in your ebook reader app.

Enjoy!
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90%打折入的，总的来说还可以，打发时间挺适合。有三关比较难（只玩到39解锁成就），有的关卡很看脸，运气不好就是过不去，运气好莫名其妙就过了，BGM很吵，玩的时候关了。
总之打折买还行。. Big Action Mega Fight! is an interesting 2D game from the somewhat forgotten Beat 'em up genre with the single
player game mode. Once this type of games were very popular, Big Action Mega Fight! is undoubtedly one of the best games of
this type.
The plot begins with Megatropolis, which is attacked by the new, cruel criminal gang "Clunks". You play as Brick, a sports
lover. When the "Clunks" gang kidnaps our best friend, our protagonist has to break through the entire city to save him.

The game offers more than 35 levels, typical for Beat 'em up games are linear levels usually consisting of going to the right side
of the screen. The initial levels are not a big challenge, and additionally they are not very diverse, sometimes there are more
interesting maps with new types of enemies, unfortunately there is no chance to count on original solutions in this matter.
Each level must be overcome at a specific time, you have to think about whether to use special skills whenever we can or maybe
better keep them on the rest of the map. Often, one decision may depend on whether we complete a given level in time
Various skills such as Fistnado or Orbital Punch have been put at our disposal. In addition, we can improve our health or
strength.
Our hero can attack in several ways, he can use light or strong blows, in addition he has the ability to dodge, throw enemies or
use elements of the surrounding area to inflict injuries.
On the maps from time to time there are various power-ups that increase the strength of our blows or ensure inviolability.
To sum up, despite the small diversity and short gameplay, I recommend playing old-school fighting games to the fans. The
game is also affordable for people who have not had contact with this type of games.

PROS:
- nice graphic design
- satisfying game
- very reasonable price for game

MINUSES:
- a 2-3 hour game
- tedious achievements based on repeating the same activities
- a very banal fictional theme
- differentiation of the soundtrack. Reason to play QoS:
- only needs keyboard, so great for laptops & travel gaming
- brilliant "just one more round" gameplay
- lightweight enough to tinker when brain is tired
- complex enough to stretch every last cognitive capacity when brain is doing well
- simple rules that combine to generate fiendish environmental puzzles that will cause you to curse the day you stepped foot in
the mines until finally you solve it and TAKE THAT UNIVERSE I AM AN INVINCIBLE AVATAR OF MINING AND
<bumps a rock accidentally> <dies> <weeps softly>
- Crabbens is love.. Cute game and like other Japa knees travel games, has a weeb protagonist. At least this time the guy isn't as
nuch as a degenerate as the one in Go Go Nippon!. I got it off some cheap bundle, and it wasn't the main item I wanted, but a
great bonus I'll admit.. It's fun! I liked it. Old school point and click. Remember to save. Absolutely worth the price
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Allright, this game is surprisingly great!
Its price may even be too low, although music and maybe graphics are not that great (but who cares about the latter when the
gameplay is great)

The game is based around luck with dice. You can be against this kind of game, but in this game, I believe it works. I have
played 2 games now and I even won the 2nd already. I must have had lots of luck or... In any case, I will certainly play again, I
had great fun with this game and I got my money's worth!

P.s. I bought this game after seeing that the developers added a release for Linux in less than two weeks after just one person
asked for it. These devs are great and should be supported!

EDIT: I just wanted to add to this review because after playing another 5 hours, I realise that this game is even better than I
initially thought. Some people complain that it is too random. I disagree, I disagree completely.

I have had situations in this game where I thought I was doing great. I was getting over confident and went for locations thinking
'I can handle it' without thinking through enough. If I would have inspected the location better before going there, and had
looked around the location better to see that there were no escape routes, I wouldn't have taken the chance and would have just
taken the disaster which would not have meant end-game. Now, instead, only two turns after my over-confident choice, I was
left with my main character with a wound and no more food having no escape route and thus no places to go and rest. I died
from starvation.

This is very realistic and I don't agree that it is too random. Instead, you must play this game expecting every roll to be bad and
anticipating on that. You will get lucky here and there and that's fine, but expect to not be lucky and things go better.

In retrospect, this is much like poker. A game where lots of people think that it also has to do with luck. I have seen people have
terrible cards during the whole game, knowing when to bluff and knowing when to run immediately, only to end the game with
the first lucky draw (getting two aces) on the final turn.

EDIT: Beat the game twice now (played 8 times or so), so this game is certainly doable. Play smart. Don't be overconfident and
think before you take your risks. Build up your food early so that by the end of the game you have almost inexhaustible food..
Want a truely retro 80's style shooter. You cant get more authentic than this.. This level is so...KAWAIII ^____^. I am having a
lot of fun with this game. I enjoy the puzzles and quests and the village building is great!. It's fun upgrading the buildings and
levelling up your crafting building to unlock stronger gear to craft and feels like a nice touch to the survival genre.
The puzzles i have found so far are fun especially the gravity one. some are simple like the first one i did but some made me
stop and think for a couple minutes so it seems like there is a good mix of difficulty.
The community seems nice, the Devs and community managers are friendly in discord, active and ask the community for idea's.
I have come across some minor glitches which is expected of an early access game but nothing major or game breaking and the
Devs actively check the bug reporting channel on their discord.
I would suggest this game highly if you like survival games mixed with a little town building and puzzle solving.. The best game
ever! Simple gameplay but with so much depth!. Good puzzles and some segments are genuinely scary
Kudos to the developer!. For a demo, this game is fantastic. It runs very smoothly and the graphics are great, would definitely
recommend!. Very well written story with lots of fun elements. The sheer amount of different classes adds a ton of
replayability, the only reason my play time is so low is I've been playing it too much on my phone
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